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Head Teacher’s Comment
Dear Patents/Carers,
I cannot believe how fast this term has gone and how well we have settled back into our
school routine. It is such a pleasure to see the children learning and enjoying school
especially within the current restrictions. This is testament to the team we have around us
and their commitment to the children.
Looking through this newsletter it is clear to see that we have returned to a full broad and
balanced curriculum. We want to give the children all of the opportunities that they would
have had before lockdown and exposure to the awe and wonder a full curriculum has to
offer. I hope you would agree that they have returned well and are just amazing in how
adaptable they are.
The festive season is upon us and we have placed the trees, donated by the PA next to the
gate to share with you all and by the yurt so that children can safely visit outdoors. As we
are unable to provide a Christmas performance, we will all take part in a Festival of Carols.
EYFS will be putting on the nativity, which will be live streamed to parents/carers.
We are unable to accept cards this year, as we do not wish to take any chances with staff
who are going home for Christmas and may have to quarantine if they contract anything
beforehand. Thank you for your understanding.
Our next newsletter will be the last in 2020 and who could have predicted what a year it
would have been.

Reception
Reception have gone inter-galactic! We have been learning all about space over the past couple of
weeks, inspired by our topic ‘Reach for the Stars’. We have been learning many facts about space by
creating our own questions about the stars, planets and moons- then researching the answers online or
in our non-fiction space books. The children have developed a superb knowledge of gravity, space
stations and even know how to wash your hair in space.
We actually managed to fit in a mission to outer space! We had to put our suits on, to provide us with
an air supply and explored how you might move, this meant being slow with large footsteps, as we knew
there would be little gravity to pull us back to the ground. We had a short tour of the Solar System where
we learned the names of each of planets and how we might identify each one.
We explored the creation of craters on the moon by creating our very own moon dust, which we could
drop meteors and asteroids onto, to see the circular that it made. We have been painting our own solar
system by using the model pictures to paint each planet accurately. Our maths focus has been counting
to and from 20. This has fitted in beautifully with our space topic and counting down for the rockets to
blast off. Our theme has led to wonderful rockets being built, ready for own space mission, using giant
wooden blocks, mobilo, junk modelling and the Poddely.
This week, we have read the story of Beegu and Q Pootle 5, introducing the idea of who might live in
outer space. We heard the story of Beegu who was left on Earth all alone; we discussed many things we
might do to make him feel welcome. We have been working on our character descriptions by using a
variety of different adjectives to describe him in a mind map created by the class.
On Wednesday, we received a letter from our friend Beegu that asked if we could help him. He had
heard many of his Earth friends talking about Christmas but he wasn’t sure what it meant. We decided
that we could help him by performing our own nativity to explain the Christmas story. This leads
beautifully onto our next topic ‘Christmas’ which will begin next week.
We are proud to announce that there will be a nativity this year, with further details coming very soon!

Year 1
It has been a very busy two weeks in year one. We have been doing lots of learning outside the classroom
even when it’s raining! Year one love being outside and they have been so engaged in their lessons and
so independent with their learning.
In maths, we have been looking at Capacity and Money. Last week we explored capacity and we
discussed full, half-full and empty. In the classroom, the children have been looking at different sizes of
containers to explore capacity. Outside, we used the water tray to fill and empty the containers. We
investigated how some containers can hold more liquid than another container regardless of its size.
This week, year one have been introduced to the topic Money. We have learned the value of each coin
and discussed the various shapes and sizes. In our discovery time, we have been creating some coin
pictures through coin rubbing, we have been counting the coins inside a jar, ordering coins from the
least value to the highest value and we explored how you can make 20p by using two 10p coins.
In Science, year one are now investigating the changes that happens in winter. We explored the various
types of weather in winter and worked in groups to draw pictures and write key words around the topic
of winter onto a large sheet of paper. We did some role-play in the classroom where we acted out the
different types of weather - it was great fun! We have also been looking at animals in winter and we
learned about the animals that migrate during winter.
In English, we are really concentrating on retelling the story of ‘Giraffes Can’t Dance’. We have been
sequencing the story from the beginning to the end. We have been using pictures to help us sequence
the story and have been writing sentences about the story alongside the pictures. Outside, we went on
a scavenger hunt to find the animals from the jungle; the children did a fantastic job using their phonics
knowledge to decode the words. Linking to our central text ‘Giraffes Can’t Dance’, the children went to
the Dell to create some fantastic jungle setting pictures using natural resources. Take a look at the
pictures below.

Year 2
Year 2 have really impressed their teachers over the past few weeks. Their enthusiasm and
determination in lessons has been outstanding.
We have had a huge focus on phonics and the children have responded extremely well. Through all
their hard work and perseverance, we have noticed a massive improvement with their phonics. Thank
you for all your support at home too!
In Maths, the children were able to find fractions of an object and different amounts. They started by
using counters to separate their amounts equally into parts and write a calculation to represent it.
They quickly made links to their multiplication and times table lessons while figuring out ¾ or 2/3 of an
amount.

In English, continuing with our book ‘Look Up’, the children started to explore common exception words
and expanded noun phrases. Through continuous provision activities, the children worked in groups and
moved around different stations. Each station involved the children practicing different skills needed to
help them write a diary entry. Such as: date, introduction, feelings, past tense and first person.
Since technology is surrounding us every day, we have explored the importance of online safety with the
children. The children thoroughly enjoy our computing lessons and can log in to purple mash
independently. Online Safety is an important topic for all children; please ask them how they stay safe
online and why it is important.
Little did we know that we had a group of artists in Year 2? These two weeks we have been learning
about Georgia O Keefe and her work with watercolours. Georgia O Keefe is known for her paintings of
flowers so we decided to try it out for ourselves using different techniques with watercolours.

During science this week, we have explored the similarities between animals, humans, and their life
cycles. The children correctly identified the stages beginning with baby up until old age. Maybe you could
name family members and get children to tell you which area of development they are in?

Year 3
The weeks have been flying by and your children continue to amaze us with their enthusiasm and
determination.
We started a new topic “Rocks” last week. The children have been working on their classification skills.
They used their new knowledge of the three different types of rocks – igneous, sedimentary and
metamorphic to identify some different rocks and compared these to some yummy chocolate bars. They
have also worked on their investigational skills, testing rocks for permeability, durability, hardness and
density. From this, they were able to sort and group rocks depending on their properties.

Year 3 have been exploring the festival of Diwali and experimenting with different media to create
Rangoli patterns outside. The children created amazing patterns with coloured rice, feathers, chalk, and
thoroughly enjoyed brightening up the playground with their creations.

We have been working on writing skills and have begun looking at how paragraphing can help to organise
a piece of non-fiction writing. Using drama, the children were able to identify stages in Michelle Obama’s
life and act these out. From this, they formulated extended sentences including time connectives and
conjunctions to write Michelle’s biography in paragraphs. We were so impressed with how much the
children’s writing skills have developed since the beginning of the term and are excited to see where this
will take us next. There has been a great improvement in their motivation to write.
We have also been impressed with their progress in reading independently. They have had some great
conversations about new vocabulary they are learning from reading new books. Keep up the wonderful

Year 3 Continued…
We have also been impressed with their progress in reading independently. They have had some great
conversations about new vocabulary they are learning from reading new books. Keep up the wonderful
progress.
The children have also been developing their knowledge of multiplication including two digit numbers x
ones. They have used place value counters to discuss what they notice when multiplying a multiple of
ten by a single digit as well as use natural resources to understand regrouping. After understanding this,
the children were able to successfully use the expanded column method to formally calculate their
answers.

They have also very much enjoyed talking PANTS and have understood what it means to keep themselves
safe. They continue to work collaboratively and enjoy sharing their ideas and opinions.

We look forward to the forthcoming weeks during this very busy time of the year.

Year 4

In our exciting new text, ‘The Train to Impossible Places’ we have been working hard on creating strong
character descriptions and experimenting with setting descriptions and dialogue too. This week are
creating setting descriptions of the Topaz Narrows and a mysterious shipwreck.
We enjoyed competing with other national schools this week on Mathletics and TTRS so thank you
children for getting involved at home and school.
We loved practising our factor beetles last week to help us with our understanding of factor pairs. This
week we have been doing further practise on column multiplication.

During Geography, we carried out a quiz to identify what new communities or settlements needs and
explored the origins of local names using google maps.

We have been getting fitting during cross-country each week by doing two laps on Mondays and
Wednesday and are proud that our personal best times have been improving. As the weather is
becoming quite muddy, all children should have a spare pair of shoes and socks with them in school if
they are not changing back into school to save our carpets from becoming muddy.
In RE, we have enjoyed learning about diversity within religions and how they can have different
denominations. We have also enjoyed discussing how different religions celebrate Pilgrimages, such as
the Muslim Hajj and the Christian pilgrimage to Lourdes - we loved looking at some pictures and videos.
In Science, we enjoyed planning an experiment on shop and homemade toothpastes and comparing
each other’s results with some interesting data – do I ask the children about what they have learnt and
check out our twitter tweets.
We enjoyed meeting with you all in parents’ evening and hope that you feel more informed about how
your child is doing. Please do look out for our tweets, newsletter and updates on our knowledge
organisers and termly topic webs to help you know what your child is learning about in the term. We
have carried out assessments this week and you will be receiving your termly on 11 Dec.

Year 5
Last week the children enjoyed Maths Week. They were challenged by Douglas Buchanan and completed
some thought-provoking mathematical puzzles and questions. They all attempted puzzles from the
selection given in this session. The children showed good Growth Mindset, persevering through the
questions. The puzzles tested their levels of resilience and determination to succeed.
Below are some of the children showing how proud they were to complete one of the challenges.

During the past few weeks, the children have been developing their stamina through cross-country. They
are very proud of the number of laps they are completing each week.

The children been inspired by Greek art. They have used the images from their artwork to create their
own Greek vase designs. We look forward to replicating some of these ideas on clay in the coming weeks.

Year 6
The children have thoroughly enjoyed continuing to read their Quality Central Text – The Nowhere
Emporium. The twisting plot and intriguing characters have captivated them. This half-term, their writing
focus will be writing to inform. They have been looking at the features of this writing purpose and
applying them when looking at different text types, such as letters. The children wrote some fantastic
informal letters to Daniel and Ellie, from Mr Silver’s point of view (characters from The Nowhere
Emporium). Linking our text and comparing it to other stories proved very interesting, they made some
great comparisons to Harry Potter!
They have been looking at a new mathematical topic – volume. Using the formula of width X height x
length, they have calculated the volume of various items. They will be moving onto converting measures
and consolidation of all taught topics in autumn term in the coming weeks.
In addition, they have finished off their Science topic of ‘Animals and Their Habitats’, by investigating
microorganisms and mould, and conducting their own fair test. The children have enjoyed selecting their
own independent variables and recording their findings.
Learning all about World War 2 in History has been fun. They have been learning about the events that
led up to the start of the war. This topic links into our Quality Central Text, as the main character, Daniel,
time travels in the magical Emporium to 1930s Germany.
Some children from Year 6 were selected to take part in a computing workshop where they learned all
about 3D printing. They have been enjoying using the 3D pens and creating their own characters.

Outdoor Learning
Despite the cooler weather, outdoor learning is still going
strong at school. The bus is a great place to shelter from
the wind and the acoustics are ideal for reading. Mrs
Haworth is in early to light the fire in the Yurt every
morning for the children to enjoy.
Year 6 were looking at works by the artist Paul Nash this
week and it got us thinking about the amazing colours the
sky can produce. This week why not try going for a slightly
later walk with your children to see if you can catch a
sunset. You might try looking at the silhouettes of trees or
buildings against the sky. You could take some photos and
try to recreate the amazing colours in a piece of artwork.

Gardening club have been busy preparing tubs for a
fantastic spring display. Their aim is to transform the
year 5/6 balcony into an amazing garden for all to
enjoy.

Attendance
Our attendance target is to reach 96.5% attendance for this
academic year.
Whole School Attendance 03.09.2020 – 27.11.2020 – 97.29 %

Whole School Attendance - W/C 16th November 2020
98.28 %

Family Worker
Firstly, can I direct Parents and Carers to the new Family Worker section of the school website.
https://www.downley.bucks.sch.uk/page/?title=Family+Worker&pid=609
You will find safeguarding information and signposting to other support services.
Secondly, I would like to share the news of my departure from The Downley School this Christmas.
This is not a decision that I have taken lightly, as I have been a committed member of the school team
for thirteen years. Now though, I feel it is time for me to face new challenges, change my career path
and step into the unknown. Although this is a very exciting change for me, I cannot yet comprehend
the loss I will feel leaving here. I have valued my time here immensely, the interactions, joy, laughter
and experiences I have shared with many children will stay with me forever. I have supported some
families and children through difficult experiences and I am grateful for your respect and support in
allowing me to do that.
Lastly, I would like to share a thank you to the wonderful staff that I have had the pleasure to work
with over the years.
I wish you all the best for the future and for a restful Christmas break ready to start the Spring term
fresh and ready for learning.
Family Worker
Deputy DSL

The Downley School Parents Association
The P.A have kindly arranged for the children to watch a virtual pantomime of Jack and the
Bean Stalk, this will be incorporated in to our festive Christmas week.
We would also like to thank them for their donation of two Christmas trees for the children to
decorate and the gifts for the children in Reception to Year 3.
Please read page 37 of The Downley Village News for ‘The Great Elf Hunt’, which will replace
the annual Christmas Fayre.
Our P.A work tirelessly to support the school and continue to do so in these challenging times.
Thank you.

School Office
Adverse Weather
During the winter months, with the threat of snow and ice, please be advised to check
the ‘Bucks Schools Closures’ website (https://closures.buckscc.gov.uk/) for any changes
to school times or closures in the event of adverse weather conditions. The decision to
make any changes to the school hours is made with the safety of all pupils and staff in
mind; safety on the way to school and on the school site is paramount and we will
ensure that the school is open as usual, if it is safe to do so.
Inset Day
There will be a staff training day on Monday 30th November 2020. The school will be
closed to all pupils.
Christmas Jumper Day
Christmas Jumper Day will be held on Friday 11th December. Pupils will be able wear a
Christmas jumper or t-shirt with their uniform for a voluntary donation of £1 to’ Save the
Children’.
Christmas Lunch
Christmas Lunch will be held on Tuesday 15th December. If you would like your child to
have Christmas Lunch, you will need to order via the Innovate website. If you have already
ordered a school lunch for the 15th then please go into the Innovate website and amend
you order.
Late Items
We are unable to accept late items via the office unless there are extenuating
circumstance. If your child forgets their water bottle they will be provided with a cup. If
your child forgets their reading record they will need to return it on the Friday of the next
week. We appreciate your support with this.
Please do not enter the school foyer unless there is an emergency that you need assistance
with. With any non-urgent queries please email office@thedownleyschool.co.uk or call
the office on 01494 527033.

